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GOLF QUOTE
The only thing a golfer
needs is more daylight.

Ben Hogan

The changing of the leagues...
It seems like just yesterday we were handing out Summer League
prizes on a bright sunny day, now it's hard to believe we're almost a
full month into our Winter League! The end of Summer League
brought us two league winners - Al Malone and Roy Bennett, who had
to play in 7 games to qualify for the league ending prize,
congratulations you two!
Now that Winter League is in full swing we have daily competitions
and weekly rain dances to keep the clouds away. If you're planning
on braving the west coast weather this winter, make sure you come to
the pro shop to ask about our Winter League program!

FLOWERS OF THE BAY: The 'Lazy' Fall CleanUp
by Emily Peltier, Horticulturalist
Although our sunny and dry October allowed us to delay many of our fall chores, the ornamental

trees on the property have now dropped their leaves and have made raking and blowing part of our
daily routine. This year we have decided to leave the leaf material in many of our gardens until the
spring, and have even started adding leaf material to bare soil or creating permanent leaf mulch
layers. The decision to leave the leaf material is motivated by several factors. You might guess that
it is an effort to save labour, but the Cordova Bay crews are in fact championship caliber leaf
collectors, itching to clear out the gardens with the ingenious 'Beaver' monster leaf vacuum
contraption. The real reason we leave the leaf material in the gardens is for the benefits of the
plants and the soil, for protection of hibernating insects and reptiles, and for weed control as an
added bonus. It takes a shift in perspective to see the benefits of the accumulating leaf material
instead of always seeing it as a chore. Hopefully, by the end of this article, you'll agree!
Some of you may recall our attempt to leaf mulch our bare annual
garden beds through the winter of 2016. Our intentions to preserve
the soil and prevent erosion resulted in a wild leaf chase all
season. Our mistake was using freshly fallen material rather than
chopped or broken-down leaves. By collecting leaves into a
dedicated pile, you can stockpile them for future use and begin the
breakdown process, doubling down on the benefit to your soil and
ensuring they'll stay put in your garden. In the case of a dry
October like this year, simply corral your leaves until they are wet
and heavy enough before spreading them in garden beds. There
isn't a bad time to do this, no window will be closing for adding leaf
mulch to your garden. No matter how long leaves are accumulated
before being applied, from young to fully decomposed leaf mould,
there are benefits brought to your garden.
This practice is recommended in many modern gardening guides,
especially as our knowledge of gardens as a supportive
environment for many insects and other wildlife continually
develops. Our hard-won ladybug population hibernates under
plants and leaf piles in the garden and many species of bees,
pacific green tree frogs and any number of insect species also
overwinter in our gardens. If we remove all the debris and leaves
then we would displace many creatures that are desirable to our
ecosystem. By waiting until the spring, we give these garden
friends time to emerge from their winter hideouts, or at least wake
them up under more forgiving conditions.
Our large, shady perennial garden between the parking lot and putting green is a perfect example
of this practice in action. The understory to several large maple trees, katsura and other unique
deciduous trees, this garden has been forced to evolve over the years as the trees have matured.
The expansive root systems have created a dry, shallow and almost unplantable soil. This,
combined with the nearly full shade, makes plant selection and success very difficult. Several
attempts to plant ground covers were beaten by the conditions and bested by weeds. Continued
hoeing and raking practices depleted the soil quality and often disturbed the shallow roots of the
trees and rhodos. So, the decision to leave the fallen leaves and create a permanent mulch layer
was an easy choice.
Not only does the matted leaf material hold in moisture through
the summer, but it also protects the shallow soil from further rain
erosion through the winter. Overtime, the lower layer of leaves
breaks down and contributes to the soil profile. Mould created by
leaf and garden debris contributes to microbial activity which is
the life and nutrients within our soil. As more leaves fall each
year the cycle continues, and our garden improves. Instead of
being an open expanse of bare soil, it resembles a natural forest
floor with the deep green foliage of the rhodos, ferns and
hellebores contrasting with red and brown leaves. Not only do
the leaves contribute to the health and success of the garden but
they also enhance the overall esthetic value - an added bonus in
my mind!
Our winter mulching mission continues in the veggie garden where

leaves, straw and living mulch is used to cover the soil. We
recently added fresh compost to areas of the garden and planted
spring crops like garlic and onions. By mulching these new beds,
we are preserving the quality of the soil and insulating them until
the spring. Clover and alyssum were spread as fall cover crops,
and lots of self-sown flowers have been left in the ground over
winter as a 'green' or 'living' mulch. Although this might not be as
visually pleasing as dark, clean soil, the benefits of having our soil
covered outweigh the importance of a tidy appearance.

Hopefully the lessons we are learning here in our gardens can help you to see the benefits of a
'lazy' clean-up this year. In your own garden consider leaving leaf and other debris for the winter,
adding leaf material to beds or even leaving leaf material year-round.

Emily Peltier
Horticulturalist

PRO-SPECTIVE: The Benefits of Junior Golf
by Corey Lowe, PGA of Canada

One of the most common statements I hear from adults when teaching juniors is "I wish I started
when I was their age!" So what are some of the benefits of starting young? In my opinion, it goes
beyond just becoming a better golfer later in life.
Physical Literacy and F undam ental M ovem ent Skills
We believe it is important for golfers, athletes and human beings in general to develop and practice
fundamental movements. These skills are not only important to golf, but are the building blocks of
almost every sport. That's why with our younger classes we have a very strong focus on creating
athletes, not just golfers. Below you will find a list of the 13 fundamental movements skills, quite a
few of which we work on in our junior programs here at Cordova Bay.
Walking
Running
Balance
Skating/Skiing
Jumping
Swimming
Cycling
Skipping
Throwing
Kicking
Striking
Catching
Trapping
Etiquette, respect, and m anners
There are so many opportunities during a round of golf or a

practice session to work on etiquette, respect, and manners.
Young golfers are encouraged while playing to not only think about
their own game, but to think about the people playing with them,
and respecting the course that they are playing on. It is a slow
process to get juniors to think outside of their own personal world.
Through repeated exposure to situations where they are required
to think about others (golf and other situations in life), they have a
better opportunity to become more respectful golfers and people in
general.

Creativity, problem solving and fun!
As we know, golf is fun! Getting the next generation of players to
love the game requires them to have a chance to play the game
with freedom, curiosity and creativity. Golfers: how many times
have you gotten yourself into a situation that requires some
creativity on the course? Now, most of us are angry for getting
into the situation to start with, but with kids, they are excited to
see how they can solve the problem and turn a challenge into
some fun! These are not only good skills to have on the course,
but can help build troubleshooting skills in many of life's situations.
As a coach of junior golfers, I strongly believe that fundamental movements, etiquette, creativity and
fun should be the foundation of building any junior programs as they will create the best golfers,
and even better people.

Corey Lowe
PGA of Canada
corey.lowe @cordovabaygolf.com
www.cordovabaygolf.com/lessons

MAINTENANCE UPDATE: A Fall Review
by Dean Piller, Superintendent

Last month I explained the importance of that first relief rain in early fall and how it would help
revitalize the golf course. The relief rain came early this year followed by one of the most beautiful
autumns I can remember. The months of September and October brought us a long stretch of
mostly sunny skies with crisp and clear evenings. This combination has provided a wonderful
display of bright fall color on the Bay course and has given our maintenance team the opportunity to
complete a tremendous amount of cultural programs and course improvement work ahead of the
inevitable winter rains.
These cultural programs were centered around aeration and topdressing
on most of our playing surfaces. This was done to improve the infiltration
rates of the soil in these areas and remove the excess thatch that builds
up during the spring and summer months. These procedures were
completed in a timely order starting with our club lawns and tee surfaces
in August, followed by roughs in early September, our fairways in late
September, greens in mid-October and finishing with collars and
approaches at the end of October. A very important application of soluble
carbon, modest amounts of calcium, phosphorus and potassium nutrition

is applied to each of these areas once the procedures are completed.

The combination of our first relief rains, cooler temperatures, freshly aerated soil profiles and
soluble carbon applications have stimulated the microbial populations in our soils and in turn have
allowed the summer's thatch buildup to decompose. It has also turbo-charged our grass to produce
healthy new roots, fresh foliar growth and strong cell structure going into the winter months.
In addition to our fall cultural programs our team has been busy since last November going through
a carefully built list of goals and objectives we had laid out for 2018. These goals are set to improve
the playability and overall aesthetics of our golf course.
This list included the following objectives:
1. Improve the maintenance road access to our compost and
refuse area on 14 so that disruption of play by maintenance
traffic would be reduced.
2. Build a new forward tee on 6, rebuild the gold, black and blue
tee decks on 8, a new white and red tee deck on 8, and build an
additional white and red tee deck on 7.
3. Clear out the right side pond area at 11 green that has
become overgrown with Alder, blackberry and horsetail. Once
cleared, reseed with a fescue meadow mix and redefine the area
with a split rail fence.
4. Install drainage in our veggie patch and from the 2nd green to
the 3rd tee, around fairway bunker complexes on 3 and to the left
of the 1st green.
5. Continue the limbing of our tree inventory on the golf course to
improve light penetration and reduce sprinkler disruption; continue
major course pruning initiatives to shape all trees for the future and
continue root pruning to improve turf in areas compromised by tree
roots.
6. Renovate the entrance to the golf course and Mattick's Farm off
Cordova Bay Road. Turf the area bordering the sidewalk and
remove the failing plant material under the large Armstrong Maple
bed to the right of our entrance.
7. Remove the poplars from behind the 4th green, 5th tee boxes and
the ones growing along the road on 13. Remove the cherry and
plum trees that are failing near the red tees on 16.
8. Redo the bunker faces left of the 1st green, right of the 9th green and right of the 15th green as
they have become extreme from 27 years of play. Continue to work on the sand depth consistency
on all course bunkers. Remove the bunker behind the 17th green.
9. Reclaim dump site area left of 7 near the creek and build additional garden space and tee
nursery (Project presently under construction).
10. Renovate the gardens around the 1st tee and starter stand, along with the garden at the 9th tee
box.

11. Finish the fairway sprinkler head replacement on remaining 8 fairways and add a sprinkler
head to the left of the 8th green, behind the 17th green, behind the 15th green and move the
sprinkler heads in the left rough on 12 to improve coverage.
12. Connect the naturalized area on 4 to the pond with split rail fencing in order to move traffic
safely to 5th.
Most of our list has been completed and a new list has already been started
for 2019. The focus over the coming winter months will be on some additional
drainage projects, garden renovations around the clubhouse, the
continuation of limbing program with a focus on the sequoia's, modifications
to our irrigation system and continuation of the renovations of bunker faces
that have gotten extreme over time.
In closing, I would like to thank our entire membership for their tremendous support, patience and
understanding when our team is out working on these improvements and the day-to-day
maintenance of the Golf Course. The generous comments and appreciation you share with us on a
regular basis is heart-felt and means so much.

Dean Piller
Superintendent

BILL MATTICK'S: Seasonal Wine Choices - Fall
and Winter
by Grant Soutar, Restaurant Manager

Wine is a beverage to be enjoyed year-round and there are no wrong choices. Sticking to your
personal favourite in any season is just fine. That said, there are certain wines that may be able to
enhance the experience of both the wine and surroundings, depending on the time of year. As we
move toward the holidays, it seems the perfect time to look at wine choices for each season.
Choosing a wine for a season, event, or food pairing can be a
daunting task. The extent of the selections at our local liquor stores
can be more of a hindrance than a help. Where should we start? Red
wine? White wine? Rose? What about the grape variety, country of
origin, region and wine maker? Or you can choose by style; dry, offdry, sweet, bubble? The choices are almost endless.
My suggestion is to begin by choosing the color or the style, then let
yourself be open to place, varietal and producer. The following
seasonal suggestions may help with your decision making but don't
forget to also ask the staff in your local wine shop if you need a
suggestion. They have a wealth of experience and many are trained
as sommeliers.

Fall: The weather is cooling and our gardens are giving up their bountiful harvests. Fall wines are
a mix of full-bodied whites, light to medium bodied reds and transitional roses.
Roses
Malbec - Rich in style with a blend of fruit and acidity. Good for evening sipping but won't be

overpowered by grilled meats.
Syrah - Deeper flavours with a bit of pepper and spice.
Whites
Oaked Chardonnay - Full bodied and rich. Flavours of apple,
pear, butterscotch, vanilla and ripe stonefruits.
Viognier - Another rich full-bodied choice and great substitute if
you are an ABC'er (anything but chardonnay)
Gewurztraminer - Like the syrah roses, these wines offer a bit of
spice on the palate. Dry to off-dry with floral notes and a bit of
weight.
Reds
Cabernet Franc - Medium bodied red. A blend of dark and red
berry flavours with a bit of green pepper.
Beaujolais - In particular, the Crus. Gamay grape made in the
Burgundy style, these wines have deep and dark berry flavours
with nice acidity.
Merlot - Washington State is a great choice. Medium acidity with
juicy black berry fruits, mint and some baking spices
Now that we've covered Fall let's move on to the next season, Winter.

Winter: The winter can be cold and wet and perhaps a bit snowy. Our wine needs to be as
warming and full as our clothing when we venture outside.
Whites
Oaked Chardonnay - Full on California. Buttery, rich and full bodied. Ripe stone fruit, pear
and toast.
Chenin Blanc - This grape can run the full spectrum from light and bright to full bodied and
rich. The latter is the choice for this season. Find something in a deep and golden colour with
aromas of honeysuckle, ginger and beeswax. Look to Vouvray from the Loire Valley and
even venture into the sweet varieties.
Reds
Cabernet Sauvignon
Syrah
Zinfandel
Bordeaux Blends
All of these will bring slightly different versions of full-bodied red wine with lots of dark fruit flavours,
tanins, spice and long-lasting finish - a great choice for those hearty winter meals.
Sparkling Wine - Nothing celebrates the holidays like a great bubble. There are beautiful options
from so many places.

Champagne - The best of the best. But with the accompanying price tag
Cremant de (any other French Wine Region other than Champagne) - Made with the same
quality process as Champagne at a fraction of the cost.
Cava - The Spanish version of Champagne - different grapes, same method. Even lower
price.
Prosecco - Easy drinking, fun and inexpensive. Great for casual parties with nibblies.
Dessert/Sweet Wine
Port - Perfect for sipping by the fire.
Madeira - The sweet styles have complex flavours of nuts, dried fruit, honey and caramel.
Try them with lemon tarts - DELICIOUS!!
Icewine - A good balance of sweet and acid.

Vins Doux Naturel - Honey, apricots and orange blossoms on the nose. Perfect with that dark
chocolate dessert.
Hopefully these tips can make the trip to the wine shop a little less
intimidating. Remember, there are no wrong choices, just slightly better
ones. Use the experts you find in the stores and don't feel guilty if you just
want to stay with a bottle of your faithful friend. But perhaps, on one of
those shelves, there is a new friend just waiting to be introduced.
The first newsletter of the New Year will discuss some Spring and
Summer options.

This Month's Wine Pick:
Baga "Touriga Nacional"- Luis Pato-2014
Wonderfully balanced with black fruit, nice acidity and lively but integrated tannins. This dry red
blend is from Northern Portugal if you are interested in something from a fairly unknown
region. Great value at $19.99

Grant Soutar
Bill M attick's Restaurant M anager
grant.soutar@cordovabaygolf.com

CANADIAN ANTI-SPAM LEGISLATION
As of July 1, 2014 new legislation was put in place to combat spam marketing and email.
Cordova Bay fully supports this legislation and wants to make sure all of our emails are sent to
those wishing to receive them. We hope you continue to read our newsletter, but if you wish to
unsubscribe we always provide this option in all of our communications. If you have any questions
or concerns please feel free to contact us at info@cordovabaygolf.com.
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